Abstract-Routing problems are optimization problems that consider a set of goals in a graph to be visited by a vehicle (or a fleet of them) in an optimal way, while numerous constraints have to be satisfied. We present a solution based on multidimensional scaling which significantly reduces computational time of a self-organizing neural network solving a typical routing problem -the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) in a polygonal domain, i.e. in a space where obstacles are represented by polygons. The preliminary results show feasibility of the proposed approach and although the results are presented only for TSP, the method is general so it can be used also for other variants of routing problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots, as their autonomy increases, can be employed in more and more complex scenarios of e.g. inspection, reconnaissance or surveillance. A mission goal in these scenarios is not specified in the form 'go from A to B'. Instead, the task incorporates specification of particular sub-goals to be reached by a robot successively as well as determination of the order in which to reach the subgoals. Finding an optimal solution leads frequently to some kind of combinatorial optimization problems like the TSP, the Vehicle Routing Problem or their variants called routing problems, which are NP-hard in general.
Although powerful heuristics for TSP providing near optimal solutions in a reasonable time exist, they have several drawbacks. These heuristics are not general so they cannot be used for other variants of problems, for multirobot cases, and incorporation of additional constrains (e.g. assuming heterogeneous robots) is not straightforward or even possible. Therefore, other approaches like genetic algorithms, ant colony optimization, integer linear programming, self-organizing maps and others have an important role in situations where heuristics can not be applied.
A self-organizing map (SOM) as a popular approach to routing problems [1] , [2] , [3] is a competitive learning network trained using iterative unsupervised learning. Assuming the TSP as the problem of finding the shortest closed path between a defined set of goals in 2D, a standard variant of SOM is expressed as a ring of neurons where two neighboring neurons are connected and neurons are represented by their coordinates in a plane. The learning procedure takes one input goal in each iteration and finds the nearest neuron to it. Positions of all neurons are then adapted based on their ring distance to the winning neuron (i.e. the number of neurons between the neuron and the winning neuron), iteration number, and possibly other criteria. The process finishes when some stopping condition (e.g., a number of iterations) is satisfied.
This approach works fast in an empty space, where goalneuron distance needed to determine the nearest neuron is determined as the Euclidean distance. The situation is more complicated in the real world when obstacles are present, as a shortest collision-free path between a goal and a neuron has to be computed, which is a computationally intensive task.
We presented several approaches to fast determination of a neuron-goal path in our previous work considering a polygonal representation of obstacles which are based on shortest path maps [4] or convex polygon partitioning [1] . The idea presented in this paper is different: a polygonal domain representing the working environment with obstacles is transformed into a higher-dimensional space without obstacles so that distances in this space are (ideally) the same as those in the input space. 6) Use the solution (ordering of the goals) found S m as the results of the problem in the original space.
The key component of the algorithm is multidimensional scaling (MDS) [5] -a method that maps a set of samples in some space into some other space based on their similarity which is usually specified by a positive symmetric distance matrix. MDS is traditionally used for visualization of multidimensional data in two or three-dimensional space (or, mapping multidimensional data into low-dimensional space). In the produced output, similar objects are mapped close to each other forming clusters. Contrary to the traditional use, the objects (vertices of obstacles) are mapped into a highdimensional space in our case as our goal is to preserve the distances between the objects while abolishing the obstacles and not to visualise their similarity.
III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
To demonstrate feasibility of the proposed approach, experiments were performed with Scaling by Maximizing a Convex Function [5] employed for MDS and ORC-SOM [6] as a variant of SOM and results were compared with those in [1] , which is one of the best SOM-based approaches. The preliminary results presented in Table I show that TBA is by one or two orders faster, while quality of generated solutions is slightly worse. Note also that MDS-based transformation does not depend on goals as it is computed from vertices of obstacles only. This implies that it can be precomputed once a map is available and T SOM is thus relevant if several TSP problems are to be solved for a given map.
The current and future research is focused on study of properties of MDS and a polygonal domain in order to find better approximations of the polygonal domain and thus produce high-quality results. 
